INTRODUCTION
From various perspectives, social scientists in recent decades have developed migration models that are more than mere analogies of models in the physical sciences. Using information theory, Wilson (1971) derived the constrained entropy models of spatial interactions, which subsume migration as a special case. Based on the interdependent notions of opportunity and competition, Alonso (1976) completed the conceptual refinement of his general migration model. Along the line of utility maximization theory, Moss (1979) translated a version of McFadden's logistic model for travel choice (McFadden 1974 ) into another general model of migration, In a less rigorous fashion, Grant and Vanderkamp (1976) also developed a logistic model of migration from the theory of human capital investment. All these models have one feature in common -they are all ronlinear.
Unfortunately, empirical applications of these nonlinear models to the explanation of migration in terms of socioeconomic variables have been hindered by the nonexistence or complexity of a consistent nonlinear statistical theory. In many cases, ad hoe procedures are used to linearize the model (usually through the log-transformations), and then one of the widely available computer programs for linear least-squares regression analysis is used for estimation and statistical inference. Beside the doubt that the linearized model can satisfy the restrictive assumptions of the standard linear model, these procedures sometimes lead to the nonsensical result of negative outmigration rates. Sometimes the nonnegativity property is preserved by using the log of the odds of migration as the dependent variable which in turn breaks down when some observed migration frequencies are zero (Grant and Vanderkamp 1976) . With respect to a model of destination choice, all linear estimation procedures fail to guarantee that the sum of estimated choice probabilities across all destinations be equal to one, unless for every origin, one of the destinations is arbitrarily suppressed from the data set and is allowed to absorb all estimation errors.
In this paper, we will focus on the use of a two-level Zogistic model of migration, which has an appropriate maximum likelihood estimation method and a relatively well-developed, albeit asymptotic, statistical theory. The model is a specific form of the "production constrained" mod.el of Wilson and Alonso.* It is also a special case of Moss's migration model with the assumption that the decision to move preceeds the decision to choose a destination. In fact we believe that the logistic model is a simple and practical nonlinear model of migration that will remain popular, at least until the statistical problems of the more complicated migration models are solved.
In using a quantitative model of migration, it is important to find the best estimates of the unknown parameters. But these estimates would not be very useful, if they could not be used to evaluate the relative importance of the explanatory variables. Is it more likely that migration would respond to wage differentials than to unemployment differentials? Would a unit increase * Ledent (1980) has shown that Wilson's models are actually equivalent to Alonso's general migration model with various "inputs". in housing opportunity affect migration more than a unit increase in job opportunity does? These are the type of questions that must be dealt with by an empirically useful statistical methodology.
Without a readily accessible computational algorithm, an elegant statistical methodology is not worth much to a migration researcher who has no time to write his own computational program. Those who have micro migration data (i.e., data with individual persons or households as the observation units) and want to use logistic models are relatively fortunate, because there are computer programs for travel choice problems such as those described in McFadden (1976) which can be easily adopted. However, many migration researchers (e.g., Grant and Vanderkamp 1976; Schultz 1977; and Rempel 1980) who recently used logistic models for macro data (i.e., those with geographical are-as as the units of observation) were unable to use the appropriate maximum likelihood estimation method, presumably because of the lack of a suitable computer program. Even Da Vanzo who has used the maximum likelihood method for her micro migration data (Da Vanzo 1976) was not helpful in saying that "with aggregate data, the politomous logit model can be estimated by OLS (ordinary least-saua.res) once the data are appropriately transformed" (Da Vanzo 1980:16) . This paper is written mainly for migration researchers who have a set of macro origin-destination migration data to explain. We will first describe and justify the two-level logistic migration model.in Section 2. We then provide a digest of the maximum likelihood method of estimation and the relevant statistical theory in Section 3. The evaluation of the relative importance of explanatory variables is discussed in Section 4. We then explain in Section 5 the use of a versatile program in the widely available BMDP package (Dixon and Brown 1977) for carrying out the estimation procedure. More importantly, in Section 6, an empirical example is used to show the actual implementation of the model. A short conclusion in Section 7 completes the paper. 
THE TWO-LEVEL MODEL OF MIGRATION
Let the probability that a person in region i will migrate tc region j in period t be M tij* Assuming that migration is the result of two successive decisions--first the decision to move out of the current residence and then the decision to choose a destination--we write where pti is the person's probability of migrating out of region i in period t; and ptij is the person's conditional probability of choosing region j as his destination, given that he has decided to move.* It is assumed that within each region; the propensity of every person to migrate to any other region is governed by equation
The decomposition of Mtij into the product of pti and p tij has been advocated by many migration researchers, e.g., Morrison (1973) , Cordey-Hayes and Gleave (1973) , and Moss (1979) . Furthermore, our data on the annual interprovincial migration of Dutch labor force between 1971 and 1978 suggest that pti and ptij have different temporal patterns: the former has fluctuated markedly, whereas the latter has remained quite stable. This suggests that the two aspects of migration may be related to different sets of determinants and hence can be analyzed by a two-level model. By definition, pti and Ptij must satisfy the constraints *If the user's data is for only one period, then the subscript t can be dropped. However, in order to have enough degrees of freedom for the statistical inference about the determinants of the departure probabilities, the number of origins will then have to be large. If the data are stratified in terms of relevant attributes such as age and labor force status, then equation (1) can be applied to each relatively homogeneous subpopulation. and where G is the number of origins.
To satisfy these constraints, we adopt the satistically convenient logistic formulations:
and where x till ....I X tiK are observable factors controlling the departure probabilities D~~; x tijlt --I X tijK are observable determinants of the destination choice probabilities; and D is the number of all alternative destinations. The fact that the exponential functions in equations (5) and (6) are linear in the unknown vectors of parameters ci and B makes the tasks of estima---.
tion and inference relatively simple. However, these logistic models are quite flexible in that the explanatory variables X tik and x tijk may be monotonic or non-monotonic transformations of such variables as housing and job opportunties or dummy variables representing specific cultural ties or barriers between regions. We will call equation (5) the departure model and equation (6) the destination choice model. Since the parameters and explanatory variables are assumed to be finite, both pti and ptij are not equal to zero or one. But this does not imply that the observed relative frequencies cannot assume these extreme values.
THE ESTIMATION METHOD AND RELEVANT STATISTICAL THEORY
The maximum likelihood method is appropriate for the estimation of unknown parameters of the two-level logistic model for several reasons. First, it guarantees that the estimated values of pti and p tij satisfy the constraints (2) , (3) , and (4).
Second, under relatively mild conditions, the maximum likelihood estimators are consistent and asymptotically efficient (McFadden 1974) . Third, the maximum likelihood method leads to a computational algorithm that can handle efficiently a relatively large data set (e.g., we found that it takes a computer less than three minutes to apply the estimation method to a data set with 880 cases and 10 explanatory variables).
To make the statistical problem simple, we will consider the nature of the statistics of the destination choice model to be conditional to the departure model. In other words, the randomness of one process is not entered into the investigation of the other. Since our description of the estimation method is intended to be brief, the reader is referred to Ginsburg (1972 ), McFadden (1974 , and ~ennrich and Moore (1975) for more detailed information.
Let Nti be the population size in region i at the beginning of period t; and let Yti be the number of migrants moving out of region i during period t, among whom Ytij migrants choose region j as the destination. Assuming that the migrants are random samples from the population, the likelihood functions of models (5) and (6) equations (10) and (12) where A9 = 9 -8 . To move from one guessed solution to another, . . . --0 the increment A9 is chosen such that In ~ (6) is maximized.
--
That is, and hence
Sir.ce it turns out that for our logistic models, the matrix of second-order partial derivatives in equation ( 1 6) does not depend on the random vector y and hence is equal to its expectation
. "
I(8), we can substitute equations (10) and (12) ( 1 6 the departure model and TGD for the destination choice model) is very large, significance tests about individual parameters can be carried out by considering the "t-ratio" (i.e., the estimator of a parameter divided by the corresponding standard error) as the standard normal variate. Just like other nonlinear statistical models, the logistic models do not have a tractable sampling theory for a finite sample size. When sample size is small, Monte Carlo simulations of some hypothetical migration processes are necessary before much confidence can be put in any inferential procedure of testing hypothesis about the unknown parameters. Simulation results of a couple of very simple logisitc models are shown in McFadden (1974) , indicating that when the sample size is A 200, the biases in the expectation of 9 and the corresponding . "
variances are less than 5%. However, it may be dangerous to generalize from such simple examples.
According to the multidimensional generalizations of the well-known Cramer-Rao inequality, the inverse of the information matrix is a lower bound of the covariance matrix of a regular unbiased maximum likelihood estimator of the unknown parameter vector (Theil 1971:389) . This suggests that the estimated asymptotic standard errors obtained from I($)-' -. . would tend to understate the values of the actual standard errors of the estimators of the unknown parameters. We consider it advisable to correct this tendency by multiplying the asymptotic standard errors by the square root of the weighted residual mean square ^2 S before the t-ratios are computed. Note that where the number of degrees of freedom V equals the number of A elements in y minus the number of elements in 8. The motivations " -for this correction are that the results are analogous to the standard errors in nonlinear least squares problems, and that it A2 does not affect the nice asymptotic properties, because S approaches one as the sample size approaches infinity (Jennrich and Moore 1975) . Note that without this correction, a variable that contributes practically nothing to the reduction in g2 is sometimes found to have a t-ratio of large magnitude, say, about 4 or 5. However, we cannot deny the possibility that the correction may occasionally be too much.
To test the model's overall goodness-of-fit, we observe that A for a large sample, the quadratic form G' 1(8) 
RELATIVE IplPORTANCE OF EXPLANATORY VARIABLES
There are two distinct types of criteria to evaluate the relative importance of explanatory variables. The first (intensity) criterion is the relative average amounts of change in the dependent variable due to a unit change in different explantory variables. When the explanatory variables are measured in comparable units, the relative importance is simply reflected by the relative magnitude of the partial derivatives of the dependent variable with respect to the explanatory variables. For the departure model, we have and Thus, the relative importance of the kth variable over the lth explanatory variable is indicated by the relative magnitudes of the coefficients ak and at.
For the destination choice model, we have and -which are similar in form to equations (21) and (22). When the explanatory variables are not measured in comparable units, it is common practice to substitute the partial derivatives by elasticities or "beta weights1' (i.e., the estimated values of the parameters obtained by standardizing all explanatory variables). The use of beta weights is based on the assumption that one standard deviation in one variable is comparable to one standard deviation in another variable; while the use of elasticitles is based on the assumption that a 1% increase in one variable is comparable to a 1% increase in another variable. Note that for all logistic models, the elasticities are not constant across the observations and are usually evaluated only at some representative points like the mean.
The second (likelihood) criterion is the relative likelihood ~f some change in the dependent variable caused by changes in different explanatory variables. For the logistic models, the probability that the dependent variable will respond to a change in an explanatory variable is assumed to be positively related to the magnitude of the t-ratio of the coefficient associated with the explanatory variable. This assumption is based on the tratio (1) beincj indeed a t-statistic in the standard linear model and (2) having a standard normal distribution in the logistic model. It is worth noting that in the standard linear model, the magnitude of the t-statistic is monotonically related to (and hence equivalent to) the partial F-statistic, the magnitude of partial correlation coefficient and the incremental contribution 2 in R . However, it is important to remember that a large t-ratio need not indicate that a unit change in the corresponding explanatory variable will cause a large change in the dependent value.
It is now clear that the importance of an explanatory variable must be judged by both intensity and likelihood criteria. Conceptually, the likelihood criterion is relatively straightforward, because probabilities (i.e., levels of significance according to the t-statistics or partial F-statistics) are not influenced by the different choices of the physical units for the explanatory variables. The intensity criterion is more troublesome; an explanatory variable with a relatively large elasticity may or may not have a relatively large beta weight. When the absolute truth is beyond reach, conventicns are the second best. Most sociologists rely on beta weights, whereas most economists favor elasticities. In geography, beta-weights are in relatively frequent use.
Finally, in evaluating the relative importance of explanatory variables, we should keep a complementarity as well as a competition perspective. The inclusion of an additional explanatory variable into the migration model may increase rather than decrease the importance of an existing explanatory variable. By adding economic variables into his gravity model of intermetropolitan migration, Lowry (1966:14-17) managed to increase substantially the importance of the distance variable in terms of elasticity as well as partial correlation. To infer if two explanatory variables are mutually complementary or competitive, one should choose a computer program that allows easy selections of arbitrary subsets of input variables to be included in the model.
ESTIMATION OF THE UNKNOWN PARAMETERS BY BMDP3R
The iterative algorithm described by equation (17) can be implemented without undue difficulties by the P3R program in a recent version of the BMDP package (Dixon and Brown 1977) . The program was originally designed to solve nonlinear weighted least-squares problems, using the Gauss-Newton algorithm (Jennrich and Ralston 1979) . However, it is fortunate that in our departure and destination choice models, the matrix W is diagonal so that the -.
Newton-Raphson algorithm for the maximum likelihood method becomes identical to the Gauss-Newton algorithm for the nonlinear weighted least-squares problems, except that the former requires the matrix of weights W to depend on the unknown parameters, whereas the latter -does not. The modification to accommodate this subtle difference is accomplished by a subroutine that allows the user to specify formulas are shown in Table 1 . However, for diagnostic and interpretational convenience, it is better to measure migration in proportions rather than in volumes.
Therefore, we will measure the dependent. variables in proportions and use the computational formulas in Table 2 . Note that the estimated parameters, the t-ratios, and the weighted residual mean square are not affected by the different ways of measuring migration.
The subroutine to implement the departure model is shown in Without any modification, the subroutine can accommodate a data set of any size, provided there is enough space in the computer.
The subroutine to implement the destination choice model is shown in Figure 2 . The arrangement of variables in the input data is assumed to be similar to that of the departure model (i.e., the observed choice proportions followed by the arbitrary initial weights, etc.). Futhermore, the observations (cases) corresponding to all the destinations for each origin and period must be in neighboring rows. In other words, the rows of the input data matrix must be nested in the order of time-origindestination or origin-time-destination. In each iteration, the subroutine will be passed twice: the first pass is for computing the partial sums in equation (6) and Table 2 across all destinations for each t, i, and k; and the second pass is for computing the estimates ~f the expected values, weights, and partial derivatives.
If the number of parameters is no more than 10, and if the product of the number of periods and the number of origins does not exceed 88, then the user only has to make sure that the One particularly attractive feature of BMDP3R is its ability to plot the observed and predicted values of the dependent variable against any variable that may or may not be an explanatory variable of the model.
By plotting these values against such variables as time and an index of origin or destination, it is easy to see the temporal and spatial patterns of the migration process.
Furthermore, the plots can be used to identify outliers quickly and to improve the structure of the model. Another useful feature of P3R is that various types of transformations are available. Through these transformations, the user can change The subroutine for BMDP3R to implement the destination choice model.
volumes into proportions and vice versa, combine old variables to form new ones, and rearrange the order of the input variables for alternative specifications of the model.
AN EMPIRICAL EXAMPLE
We have used the two-level migration model to study the 1971-1978 data on annual labor force migration among the eleven provinces of the Netherlands (Figure 3) . Here we present one of the several specifications that we tried in an attempt to develop a parsimonious explanatory model (for more details, see Bartels and Liaw 1981) . Briefly a migrant is defined as a member of the Dutch labor force who had a known occupation and was observed to have changed the province of residence during a year.
The Departure Model
Our data and model pernit us to investigate simultaneously the temporal and spatial aspects of the departure probabilities.
We first intend to explain the temporal pattern by changes in the national housing and job opportunities, because we suspect that when these opportunities are generally poor, the incentive to move will be weak. We then assume that the interreqional contrast in departure propensity may depend on regional housing and job conditions. Perhaps a province with relatively good housing and job conditions would have a relatively low departure rate; but we recall that Lowry (1966) has provided a vivid counter example in the contrast between San Jose, California and Albany, New York.
The change in national housing op~ortunity is represented by the national annual percentage rate of increase in housing stock.
The proxy for the change in national job opportunity is the inverse of national annual unemployment rate. Regional housing opportunity is defined as the ratio of regional housing increase to national housing increase. Similarly, regional job opportunity is the inverse of the ratio of regional unemployment rate to national unemployment rate. All these explanatory variables are
Legend: Provinces To eliminate persistent regional biases in the estimated departure probabilities, three regional dummy variables are used: the first to reflect the fact that the province of Groningen has a relatively high departure rate due to the high concentration of its population near the southern border; the second to reflect the high departure rate of Utrecht probably due to its small area and its location near the gravity center of the national population; and the third to reflect the low departure rate of Overijssel perhaps due to its high concentration of blue collar workers whose mobility is typically low.
The dependent variable (the observed regional departure rate) is the annual number of regional migrants divided by the size of regional labor force in the relevant year.
The input data matrix has 88 cases (8 periods times 11 provinces) and 10 variables (departure rate, weight, size of labor force, and seven explanatory variables).
To show temporal and spatial patterns graphically, we augmented the input matrix by two more variables: one is the year, the other is the province index.
The matrix is arranged such that the cases are rows, and the variables are columns.
The control statements to analyze this data matrix are shown in Figure 4 .
The number of iterations is set at 10, but usually it takes only five or six iterations to converge to the optimum solution. For precise meanings of the control statements, the reader is referred to the BMDP Manual (Dixon and Brown 1 9 77) .
The fit of the model is quite good (R~ = 0.79) . The t-ratios in Table 3 indicate (1) that the temporal fluctuations in the departure rates are more likely to be caused by changes in national housing conditions than by changes in national job opportunities, (2) that the interprovincial contrasts in housing and job opportunities do not have a clear relationship with the interregional contrast in departure propensity, and (3) that there is little doubt that the spatial contrast in mobility level is related to the underlying factors represented by the three dummy variables. Ignoring the two most uncertain variables (i.e., those with the smallest t-ratios), we see that all the explanatory variables have coefficients of the "right" signs. Since the explanatory variables are not all measured on comparable units, the relative intensity of the influence of these variables on the departure propensity will be judged in terms of elasticity and beta weight ( Table 4 ). The most influential explanatory variable is unequivocally the national housing increase. National job opportunity may or may not be more important than the three dummy variables, depending on whether elasticity or beta weight is used as the criterion. rt is best to ignore the elasticities and beta weights of the provincial housing and job opportunity variables, because the influences of these two variables have been shown by the t-ratios to be most uncertain.
The Destination Choice Model
As we have indicated earlier, the spatial pattern of the destination choice probabilities in the Netherlands appeared to remain quite stable through the 1970s. This observation suggests that the important explanatory variables should also be stable in nature. Two variables with such stability are distance and the spatial pattern of employment size. Thus, the distance between origin and destination and the size of employment at the destination are natural choices as explanatory variables. The former is represented by the physical distance between the gravity centers of two provinces divided by the average distance of all pairs of provinces; whereas the latter is represented by the ratio of the destination employment size to the origin employment size.
To check if the destination choice probabilities are influenced systematically by changes in the conditions of housing and job markets, we use two additional explanatory variables: "destination housing increase" expressed as the ratio of housing increase at the destination to housing increase at the origin, and "destination job opportunity" expressed as the ratio of origin unemployment rate to destination unemployment rate.
Three dummy variables are also used to account for persistent biases in the estirated destination choice probabilities. Duml is used to accommodate the strong preference of the outmigrants from Drenthe to Groningen presumably due to a heayy share of return migrants. Dum2 is used to account for the relatively strong preference for, Gelderland among the outmigrants from the neighboring Overijssel and Utrect perhaps due to the availability of the newly created land which is included as part of Gelderland in our data base. Durn3 is used to account for the lower-thanexpected preference for Zuid Holland among the outmigrants from the neighboring Zeeland due to the fact that the distance variable faLls to reflect the additional transportation distance between the two provinces because of the intervening waters. The dependent variable (the observed destination choice proportions) is the annual number of migrants who moved from province i to province j divided by the annual number of total outmigrants from province i.
The input data matrix has 880 cases (8 periods times 11 origins times 10 destinations) and 13 variables (dependent variable, arbitrary weight, volume of migrants at origin, seven explanatory variables, year, origin index, and destination index). The last three variables are for showing temporal and spatial patterns in the plots. The file of control statements for analyzing the data by BMDP3R is shown in Figure 5 . It is essential to set the value of "pass" at 2. For detailed explanations, the reader is again referred to the BMDP manual. 2 The fit of the model is very good (R~ = 0.89 and pl = 0.90). From the t-ratios in Table 5 , we are quite certain that the migrants prefer nearby places with large employment. There is practically no evidence that destination choice probabilities are related to interprovincial difference in the housing increase. The t-ratio of -2.22 associated with the destination job opportunity suggests that some migrants prefer provinces with relatively poor job opportunity; for this result we do not have a good explanation, except that the relationship may be spurious because the provinces with relatively high unemployment tend to be those with more relatively attractive types of housing (e.g.,-single family dwelling units) and with better natural environments. Finally, we are reasonably sure that the destination choice probabilities are influenced by the underlying factors represented by the three dummy variables, because the corresponding t-ratios are quite large in magitude. The relative intensity of the response of the destination choice probability to the explanatory variables is shown in Table 6 . Again, since the variables are not measured in comparable units, their relative importance will be judged in terms of elasticity and beta weight.
Clearly, distance is by far the most important variable. The second important variable is the destination employment size. In terms of elasticity, the three dummy variables are less important than destination job opportunity; in terms of beta-weight, however, the opposite is true. The elasticity and beta weight of destination housing increase are practically zero.
From the methodological point of view, the most significant finding of our empirical example is that the departure probabilities are most strongly influenced by an unstable national variable (housing increase), whereas the destination choice probabilities are determined mainly by-very stable regional variables (distance and destination employment size). It is through the use of the two-level logistic model that this kind of interesting contrast is revealed.
CONCLUSION
We have argued that the two-level logistic model is a useful and practical migration model that can be used to analyze macro as well as micro migration data. Since the applications of logistic models to macro data are often found to be rather unsatisfactory from the statistical point of view, we have made the model immediately useable for macro data. To increase the probability of other migration researchers using the same kind of model, we have (1) explained an appropriate estimation method that can be implemented by a program in the BMDP package, and (2) provided an empirical example to show the implementation of the estimation method and the interpretation of the statistical output& We realize that in some situations the logistic model may be too simplistic or restrictive. However, it seems rather senseless 
